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SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT APPROACHES AND CHALLENGES OF 4D PRODUCT  
MODELS 

Janne Porkka, Kalle Kähkönen 
VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 

ABSTRACT: Experiences from projects utilizing 4D have been promising. Several companies together with researchers 
have seen 4D applications as potential products for lucrative business. The promising business prospects have resulted 
in numerous more and less intuitive attempts to develop such products. This paper draws commonalities from various 
approaches and reviews 4D applications from the viewpoint of product models. It is considered that now it is an appro-
priate time to look at the development strategies and achievements so far, and, based on lessons learned show the way 
forward. 
First the principles for reaching 4D product models are covered. Various approaches in current commercial 4D appli-
cations are considered. One of the solutions used as ground information is Visual Product Chronology (VPC), devel-
oped by VTT. 
Second the paper addresses the obvious challenges of 4D product models. There are obstacles waiting to be resolved 
before 4D is comprehensively harnessed for project management purposes. One of these obstacles is standardization, 
or more specifically the lack of it. One of the most potential formats for open BIM standard is Industry Foundation 
Classes (IFCs). The use of IFCs for scheduling and 4D purposes is discussed. 
Finally new approaches from on-going research project 4DLive are addressed; preliminary results recognized are 1) 
open communication protocol for application integration, and 2) building site scenery linkage to product modelling. 
Possibilities and benefits exist on advanced designing and marketing solutions. 
KEYWORDS: BIM, 4D, scheduling, data exchange. 
 
 
1 INTRODUCTION 

Over the past two decades building and construction in-
dustry has experienced significant changes. Project man-
agement applies knowledge, skills and techniques to pro-
ject activities to meet project requirements (Project Man-
agement Institute 2004). In modern project environment 
these techniques are highlighting advanced IT systems 
and building information modelling (BIM), or product 
modelling, is a hot topic worldwide. Being successful 
involves that the scope of building construction is con-
tinuously scouted by representative body of stakeholders. 
Various tools are needed in modern project management 
and intelligent time management has great importance 
especially when conflicts arise. Traditional scheduling 
techniques, such as Gantt charts, have certain limitations 
and require coordination when clearly understood be-
tween stakeholders. 
Combining building product model to corresponding con-
struction schedule, 4D CAD concept, has been an inter-
esting research theme for 30 years (e.g. McKinney and 
Fischer 1998, Koo and Fischer 2000, Bergsten 2001, Ka-
mat and Martinez 2002, Kähkönen and Leinonen 2003, 
Heesom and Mahdjoubi 2004 and Jongeling 2006). Koo 
and Fischer (2000) revealed that 4D helps project stake-

holders to identify potential problems and increases 
common understanding through visual communication 
even to stakeholders with insufficient knowledge. Making 
virtual prototypes before actual construction is in wider 
context an interesting topic in relation to building infor-
mation models. 
Great potential has been consolidated to 4D – it is suitable 
for solving conflicts and preventing problems pro-actively 
in an effective manner. Alan Kay stated in 1971 that "the 
best way to predict the future is to invent it". This paper 
considers first 4D software development approaches, then 
presents associated challenges and recognizes obstacles 
slowing down the take up of 4D applications. New ap-
proaches from Finnish 4DLive project are prescribed and 
conclusions are made in the end. 
 
 
2 VARIOUS 4D APPROACHES 

Several companies together with researchers have seen 
4D applications as potential products for lucrative busi-
ness. There have been more and less intuitive attempts to 
develop such products. 

  



2.1 Commonalities in various 4D approaches 

Software packages have commonalities in approaches. 
Jongeling (2006) noticed grouping possibilities based on 
detected common features. Following three 4D applica-
tion types provide background for analysis of the individ-
ual 4D applications in the next section. 

1. Rapid prototyping applications. Optimized to visual 
impressiveness and contain attributes for timing. Solu-
tions are typically custom-made, e.g. for public rela-
tions or marketing purposes. Examples: 3D Studio 
Max, EON Reality, VirTools. 

2. 4D CAD. User-type specific approach on planning, 
widely recognized in literature. Solutions contain 
scheduling functionalities and/or support imported 
schedules. Latest efforts indicate that product model-
ing emerges 4D CAD to other simulations and analy-
ses, such as costs. Examples: Graphisoft Virtual Con-
struction, Enterprixe, and Tekla Structures. 

3. Integrative applications. These applications facilitate 
geometry and schedule linking and are either focused 
on presentation and advanced collaboration possibili-
ties amongst project stakeholders. Examples: Ceco4D, 
CommonPoint Project4D, Navisworks JetStream and 
Visual Product Chronology (VPC). 

 
2.2 Retrospective analysis of 4D applications 

Retrospective analysis is based on literature review (Käh-
könen and Leinonen 2003, Sheppard 2004, Heesom and 
Mahdjoubi 2004, Jongeling 2006), investigation of soft-
ware packages (4D links 2007) and interviews committed. 
Applications were investigated in relation to product 
modelling especially how the information process is de-
termined. It is an appropriate time to compare various 4D 
approaches since adequate time has passed from first 4D 
implementations. It could be helpful for showing the way 
ahead for next generation 4D applications. 
Tentative results are presented in Table 1. This paragraph 
gives guidelines for readers and clarifies information in 
columns. The assessment of geometry (3D) and corre-
sponding schedule (4D) have been evaluated separately. 
In 3D the functionalities for designing (create geometry) 
and/or importing 3D model from other applications (im-
port geometry). According to 4D same functionalities 
were considered (manual scheduling and import sched-
ule). Special interest in geometry and schedule was paid 
to streamlining process (dynamic update); is the manipu-
lated information automatically updated to corresponding 
data. 
Visual Product Chronology (VPC) was used as analysis 
baseline. It comprises IFC 2.0 compliant CAD package to 
MS Project compatible scheduling software in integrative 
4D application. It has been developed by VTT in Diver-
city project (Divercity IST-1999-13365). The primary 
goal of the solution is the resultant IFC2.0-4D model that 
links 3D model and time together (Kähkönen and Lei-
nonen 2003). Further discussions data exchange and IFC 
standard are carried out in following chapters. Tool has 
dynamic schedule update. 
 
 
 

Table 1. Retrospective analysis of available 4D applications. 

 
 
Common Point with Project4D is forerunners of 4D. Inte-
grative 4D application provides 4D playback for con-
struction sequencing, movements and site management 
features, visual comparisons on status and planned pro-
gress, and communication for analyzing model with pro-
ject stakeholders. Hence, both geometry and schedule are 
dynamically updated. It is also possible to add comments 
to schedule simulations. In data exchange Project4D sup-
ports IFC in geometry.  
Graphisoft Virtual Construction operates shared model 
assembled from objects in catalogue including recipes, 
elements, methods, and resources amongst many others. It 
manages spatial aspects of a construction project in 
scheduling, facilitating Line-Of-Balance (LOB) method 
in Graphisoft Control, often neglected in Gant charts 
(Seppänen and Aalto 2005). Latest version 2007 enables 
2-way-functionality between shared mode and schedul-
ing. Catalogue provides content selection for visualiza-
tion; e.g. actor’s resource allocations can be simulated in 
4D. Software package has dynamic update in geometry 
and schedule. 
Enterprixe is server solution facilitating shared model 
communication over the Internet. One of the modelling 
clients is Autodesk based. It has two user interfaces for 
3D/4D; one for designer and planners and other for manu-
facturing (factories) and construction site through web 
browser. The latter commits restricted functions to shared 
model and has always the latest model revision for work-
flow planning and coordination. 4D capabilities are 
mainly used in work-flow simulations. Shared model fol-
lows the hierarchy set by main user and geometry and 
schedule updates are dynamically managed. 
Tekla Structures is structural engineer’s tool for managing 
concrete and steel structures. It enables functionality for 
design coordination, production planning and procure-
ment. Solution facilitates integrated model; from engi-
neers further to product manufacturing. In this substance 
4D is rather new functionality; enabling virtual construc-
tion simulation of work-flow and assembly order. Geome-
try and schedule are dynamically updated, current 4D 
presentation functions are under development. 
Swedish Ceco4D tool is used for communicating the 
work progress. Due to format selections (3D in VRML; 
schedule in XML) it has great interoperability; although 
made solution may complicate dynamic updating func-
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tions. Interesting aspect in CECO4D is simulation of spa-
tial aspects (Jongeling 2006). 
Navisworks JetStream (Timeliner and ClashDetective) is 
an integrative product for design reviewing and project 
management; mainly to understand design intent, con-
struction plan and current project status. Animation of 
construction schedules contributes risk identification and 
reduction of waste as a result of better planning control. It 
has extensive format support and enhanced collaboration 
possibilities. Geometry and schedule are dynamically 
updated when changes occur in source. Timeliner uses 
Clash Detective to check time and space co-ordination 
and improve site and workflow planning. Solution can be 
tailored to stakeholders; user interfaces e.g. to data ma-
nipulation and viewing. 
Analysis conducted CAD and integrative 4D applications, 
primarily targeted to work-flow simulations. Functional-
ities of various 4D software are at the moment increas-
ingly automated and streamlined. The current capabilities 
do not provide so much support for the actual schedule 
preparation process and related reasoning. Typically tools 
are used in design phase where use scenario is balancing 
between competing demands for quality, scope, time and 
cost. Compared with this 4D is more focused on under-
standing the validity of the construction process and thus 
it focusing on understanding potential problem areas and 
decreasing the overall project risk to enhance project suc-
cess. 
Project management has 4D interest regarding status and 
progress control differing sometimes greatly from e.g. 
planners point-of-view. Currently project meetings can 
leverage 4D to design reviews, design alternatives and 
‘what-if’ scenarios and verifying constructability. Navis-
works provides support for cross-discipline design re-
views (e.g. HVAC, Structural, architectural) and time-
driven collision checks. According to Navisworks Finland 
the functionality has been very useful. From projects per-
spective the increased communication is needed in trou-
blesome targets, whether this means checking main or 
work schedule, such as panel assembly.  
Reporting from 4D application is currently strongly based 
on visual simulation. Two time management mechanisms 
have been adopted; 1) uniform time models (time runs in 
e.g. week, day, hour and minutes), and 2) activity-based 
models (navigate through tasks). Many of the solutions 
provide customization of visibility settings; it may be 
possible to change e.g. transparencies, colours and add 
text comments to simulation. This increases flexibility 
and adaptability to multiple purposes. 
 
 
3 CHALLENGES OF 4D PRODUCT MODELS 
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The retrospective analysis of 4D applications revealed 
obstacles that need to be resolved during comprehensively 
harnessing 4D for projects. Challenges in IT systems are 
often in relation to adaptation strategies. Fox (2006) in-
troduced levels for adaptation as automational, informa-
tional and transformational described in Figure 1. Analy-
sis revealed that the 4D application main stream has 
reached automational and informational levels by offer-
ing automation reducing required manuel work and con-

solidating data to product models and new functionalities. 
Unfortunately the issues of complexity and labour inten-
sive linking have not fully overcome (Heesom and 
Mahdjoubi 2004). Business forerunners are seeking last-
ing competitive advantage from transformational ser-
vices; 4D solutions have e.g. better synchronization be-
tween stakeholders, increased support decision-making 
and integration to data management systems and other 
modelling packages improves. 

 
Figure 1. Adoptation strategy for industry regarding computer 
models of buildings and relating applications know also as Vir-
tual Building Environments i.e. VBEs (Fox 2006). 
 
3.1 Obstacles restraining utilization 

There are issues explaining relatively slow take up of 4D 
technology, although benefits and cost savings have been 
reported (e.g. Fischer and Kam 2002). A recent industrial 
practice study in Finland revealed that BIM utilization has 
clearly increased (Kiviniemi 2007). Unfortunately major 
share of building construction projects is not utilizing 
latest BIM tools. However, over eighty percent of Auto-
desk BIM authoring software clients sees the need for re-
evaluating ways of working (Sullivan 2006). Currently 
the bulk of design time is spent for producing construc-
tion documents that have earlier fixed costs. Clear indica-
tions for the need to develop adaptable process exists and 
possibilities to utilize intelligent technologies, such as 4D, 
improved. Roadmaps for ICT in construction concluded 
trends for enhancing after design life-cycle phases, such 
as use and maintenance (Hannus et al. 2003, Kazi and 
Hannus 2006). Stakeholders could also get long lasting 
competitive advantage from virtual design teams operat-
ing in integrated data management systems. 
Methodological development should concentrate better on 
4D model creation and manipulation automation towards 
non-labor intensiveness and integration to product model 
content (Tanyer and Aouad 2005). Analysis concluded 
that main outcome of 4D is the visual representation. 
Therefore it is justified to argue that new, appropriate 
ways for reporting should be developed in order to sup-
port decision making. Heterogeneous application field 
raises also data exchange problems and range of vendor 
specific formats possibly reduces interoperability. 
Current 4D applications have enhanced automational and 
informational functionalities. Development of transforma-
tional functionalities requires more user-orientation. Cur-
rently the modeller makes the decision how much in de-
tail he is willing go in 4D simulation. Possibly next gen-
eration products can provide adjustable level-of-detail – 
tailored to user needs in various project meetings. 



3.2 Standardization 

One of the most potential vendor neutral formats is Indus-
try Foundation Classes (IFCs) (IAI 2007). Building own-
ers and clients have taken active role in BIM develop-
ment; e.g. in year 2005 China adopted IFC2x to official 
national standard, next year GSA in the United States 
required IFC BIMs in conceptual design and latest BIM 
request is coming from Senate Properties in Finland. All 
proposals highlight vendor neutral formats. In relation to 
earlier Navisworks is overcoming the paradigm by sup-
porting multiple formats. 
The first set of IFC was published in 1998 as Release 1.5; 
followed by IFC2.0 in 1999. According to 4D, first im-
plementations were made to IFC2.0 for project manage-
ment (Froese and Yu 1999). Results described process 
and work plan model for scheduling; although inconsis-
tency was discovered in core elements. Early tests led to 
trial implementation (Froese et all. 1999). Seren and Kar-
stila (2001) described how task scheduling information 
and associations to building elements are managed in 
IFC1.5.1, IFC2.0 and IFC2x. This mapping specification 
was used in Visual Product Chronology, VPC (Kähkönen 
and Leinonen 2003). IFC2x2 was released in 2003 and 
task planning and 4D have been considered further na-
tionally in Finland (ProIT 2005). Aspect card ProIT-140 
describes general descriptions, partial EXPRESS-G sche-
mas and inherited instance diagrams. High level object for 
work plan (IfcWorkPlan) may contain number of work 
schedules (IfcWorkSchedule). Tasks (IfcTask) are related 
to work schedule through IfcRelAssignsTasks, and con-
nected to timing by IfcRelAssignsTasks. Hierarchy be-
tween tasks includes nesting (IfcRelNests) and dependen-
cies (IfcRelSequence). Target objects of tasks are IfcRe-
lAssignsToProcess instances.  
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The information that is used in 4D modelling originates 
from scheduling and design disciplines. Therefore there 
are varied implementation methods for data exchange 
between various 4D applications. Most integrative 4D 
applications define the linkage information to separate 
geometry and schedule files. Certain solutions use merged 
file. Efficient product modelling utilization and better 
interoperability between applications require that some 
uniform 4D standard is agreed. Vendor specific defacto 
standards have resistance; current IFC version, IFC2x3, 
has more potential. Currently many applications support 
IFC in geometries. IFC already includes the capabilities to 
exchange 4D data, but detailed structure (model view) 
must be agreed before software implementers can start to 
utilize IFC standard. According to IFC, Model View 
Definition (MVD) defines which subset and how IFC 
specification is applied in the data exchange between dif-
ferent applications, according to exchange requirements 
(IAI 2007). 
 
 
4 NEW APPROACHES ON 4D PRODUCT MODEL-

ING 

New research issues have been investigated in a national 
4DLive research project targeted to integrating augment 
and camera systems to 4D product modelling. Mobile 
solutions, such as Augmented Reality (AR) are increasing 

convergence of virtual model and real environment in 
model viewer solution. 4DLive project capitalizes multi-
domain knowledge at VTT in building construction, vir-
tual reality and video processing. Figure 2 illustrates 
process comprising 1) integrative 4D application, and 2) 
building site scenery sub processes.  

 
Figure 2. The 4DLive process outline for putting together live 
camera streaming with 4D building models. 
 
Model viewer solution (IFCViewer) is based on Open-
SceneGraph (OpenSceneGraph 2007) and free IFC En-
gine component (Bonsma 2007). Supported formats are 
MsProject XML and IFC BIM (IAI 2007). Visual repre-
sentation manages objects by global unification ids 
(GUIDs), intending to simulate order of erection instead 
of realistic visualization. 
 
4.1 Open communication protocol for application inte-

gration 

Universal Plug and Play standard (UPnP) provides possi-
bility for managing communications in a standardized 
way. Practically multiple applications can access same 
building model and 4D application transmits visualization 
commands to IFCViewer. UPnP protocol allows devices 
to automatically configure network by XML handshaking. 
These applications can 1) provide services to others (an-
nounce presence) and 2) use services from other applica-
tions (control point). UPnP protocol specification was 
developed in VBE2 project; visualization service access 
methods; including individual and object group controls 
for hiding/showing, highlighting and setting transparency 
(Hietanen 2006). The advantage of selected approach is 
flexible applications integration. Early implementation 
experiences are positive. It is adaptable for various pur-
poses, like analyses or simulations. It has also capability 
to increase interoperability and provide platform neutral 
innovative services. 
 
4.2 Linking building site scenery to product models 

Typically product model backgrounds are one-colored or 
shaded. The research emphasis has been covering mostly 
one-camera systems (Behzadan and Kamat 2005); 
4DLive project addresses domain by utilizing multi-
camera system. Technological novelty value creates also 
market potential. Recognized challenges include proce-
dural management of angles of view for smooth opera-
tions, and most of the sceneries are created from "virtual 
angles" computed from multiple pictures. Feasible use 
scenarios might be early design and marketing. 
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5 DISCUSSION 

Adoptation of 4D in companies has proceeded rather 
slowly. Recent experiences from pilot projects utilizing 
4D in Finland have been positive. Tekla Structures soft-
ware package was utilized in the second phase of a major 
shopping centre construction project (Jumbo shopping 
centre, Finland, Vantaa) to simulate building skeleton 
from steel and concrete. The main contractor in this pro-
ject, Lemcon, reported very promising results on Christ-
mas 2005. Skanska has used Enterprixe’s 4D solution in 
many projects. One of these, the Reimarintorni (tower of 
Reimar, residential building of 18 floors in Espoo), util-
ized 4D in demanding wall panel assemblies. Project took 
lately ‘Finnish construction site of the year 2006’ prize. 
This paper has reviewed capabilities of 4D applications. 
Product modelling was recognized as an emerging tech-
nology. Therefore it is probable that process will be de-
veloped to support new tools and 4D concept that has 
great potential in the future. So far, the experiences from 
projects Finland have been mainly positive. 4D CAD tools 
provide functionalities for multiple disciplines. Some in-
dications for integration, such as intelligent cataloguing 
and server based solutions, have already been detected. 
Integrative 4D applications provide extensive format 
support, optimized visualizations and enhanced algo-
rithms to link geometry and corresponding schedule. 
Some of these approaches should be leveraged to future 
4D development from these tools. 
 
 
6 CONCLUSIONS 

Development of the 4D applications since their introduc-
tion has evolved towards automated and streamlined solu-
tions. There are high-level challenges that should be 
solved to follow-on path towards large-scale use. These 
issues are mainly related to the development of method-
ologies, process and user orientation. Current construc-
tion process has deficiencies and 4D solution should pos-
sibly be leveraged better for decision-making support. 
The new process, differing greatly from current one, 
should be developed from starting point of re-evaluating 
ways of working. To some stakeholders enhanced and 
adaptable process potentially means long lasting competi-
tive advantage. 
Retrospective analysis revealed shortcomings in the 
methodology. 4D model creation and manipulation in 
many cases lead to buildings not verified against the re-
quirements set by the clients in the beginning. Therefore 
it is proposed that integration to other systems is im-
proved. According to simulation outcomes, there is poten-
tial to create new advanced reporting features facilitating 
information in multiple Level-of-Detail. These appropri-
ate ways for reporting should be developed in order to 
support decision making. Due to relatively slow new ICT 
solution adoptation in building and construction industry, 
the competitive advantage in software development might 
also be a result of user friendliness. 
For ensuring the seamless data exchange between sched-
uling and 4D models some uniform standard should be 
agreed. Currently wide range of software packages lacks 

interoperability and one of most promising candidates for 
open BIM standard is Industry Foundation Classes (IFC). 
IFC2x3 can be taken to a technological starting point; to 
be further equipped with 4D case definition. This case 
definition needs to present the new process taking advan-
tage of the holistic IT infrastructure within construction 
process. 
It is possible that the 4D applications shall be integrated 
with other digitalised services in near future. New ap-
proaches from 4DLive project described open communi-
cation protocol for application integration, and building 
site scenery linkage to product modelling. Both ap-
proaches have been disclosed promising and implementa-
tion to e.g. design and marketing might be reality in the 
future. It is considered that new dimensions such as com-
bining live video streaming with interactive 4D building 
model can result in a communication vehicle that meets 
well with the needs of continuously changing project 
conditions and relating managerial challenges. 
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